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explozero®

Explosion Protection Technology

The record-holder 
in matters of safety

KTT Innovation® - Technology for the mobility of the future.

Technology that works.

Put your faith in technology that has evolved entirely 
from decades of practical experience. 

KTT innovation® is the new brand that stands for path-
breaking products in the mobility and service station 
sector. Always in focus during the development: The 
needs of you and your customers. Solid, safe and 
simple usage – those are the claims of KTT innovation®. 
Because your KTT innovation® product will also with-
stand rough and tough conditions, as it promises. 

KTT innovation® is backed by both, in-house develop-
ments of Kremsmueller Tankstellentechnik as well as 
partnerships with renowned companies in the filling 
station and mobility fields. The most important result 
of this was: unbeatable technology that is in line with 
actual practical conditions.

Your KTT Innovation® Partner:



 

Hi-tech for your safety 

▲ Experienced KTT-employees fill a dome shaft 
 in record time.

▲ This is how quickly service can be performed 
 at your filling station.

▲ And cleaning too: Quick and simple.

On the safe side: The first VbF- 
conformant explosion protection

Signed and sealed: The physical-technical Bundesanstalt 
Braunschweig (Federal Institute in Brunswick) certifies 
that explozero® has outstanding properties for protection 
from explosions. Thus, explozero® is the first explosion 
protection for service stations that is also conformant with 
VbF – the comprehensive regulations for the storage of 
flammable fluids.

Since the last few years, a powerful obligation has been in 
force with regard to safety. The EU Directive ATEX95 regu-
lates measures at workplaces with a danger of explosion 
– measures that are scrupulously checked by government 
authorities, the fire department and labour inspectorates. 
The EU type examination certificate of explozero® guaran-
tees you that you will use the optimum solution. Tested 
quality that gives you a maximum of safety even under 
extreme conditions.

Hi-Tech made in Austria

For the sake of your safety, only highly developed materials 
are used. Thus, the fibres made of electrically conductive 
plastic reliably dissipate static charges. explozero® does 
not settle down – Even after a prolonged period, you need 
not incorporate any additional material. Even aggressive 
media cannot attack explozero®. The material is completely 
wear and corrosion proof. After all, explozero® is ahead of 
the pack even in winter; there is no problem of icing with 
explozero®. 

The current record holder:  
explozero®

explozero® doesn’t look very impressive. But what’s hidden 
behind the black brushes is pure high-tech. explozero® is 
made up of thousands of superfine intertwining plastic 
threads creating miniscule intermediate hollow spaces that 
are too small for an explosion to unleash its destructive 
effect. Highly developed materials contribute their part to 
an unbeatable explosion protection.

Compared to the conventional gravel filling, explozero® 
breaks all records. The superlight packs can be installed 
in the shaft up to 4 times faster and removed for service 
access no less than 50 times faster. Complicated protective 
precautions are a thing of the past – thanks to explozero®.

Cleaning with the steam jet is also just as easy. After a few 
minutes, explozero® is once again ready for insertion.

The versatile explosion  
protection revolution

Your filling station is home to many sources of danger 
involving explosive vapours. Be it cable conduits, some 
shafts, filling shafts or pump shafts, explozero® optimally 
adapts to any environment. System packs fill large hollow 
spaces. Individual elements then reliably secure the tightest 
corners and sensitive fittings.

▼ Superfine plastic threads create miniscule spaces.

KTT Innovation® - Technology for the mobility of the future.


